ENT Treatment Cabinet Rebate Offer

ENT CABINETS & PROCEDURE ROOM EQUIPMENT

Take advantage of rebates of up to $350.00 on these durable ENT Cabinets! This is a limited time offer, so contact your BR Surgical Rep today!

BR900-7506
OTOCART ENT Treatment Cabinet, 4 drawers, built-in pressure/suction pump, with backsplash, 30”w x 49¾”h x 24¼”d
REBATE $150.00

BR900-7509
OTOSMART ENT Treatment Cabinet, 3 drawers, built-in pressure/suction pump, 35¼”w x 36½”h x 19¾”d
REBATE $250.00

BR900-7510
OPTIMUS ENT Treatment Cabinet, 6 drawers, built-in suction pump, pressure pump and waste bin, 38”w x 38”h x 21¼”d
REBATE $350.00

COMPLETE PROCEDURE ROOMS & SUITES

OTOCART STATION EXAM ROOM
Includes the OtoCart work station and the BR900-75004S Optomic ENT examination chair. The OtoCart Treatment Cabinet is a hard coated aluminum cart with 4 drawers, built-in pressure/suction pump, and a backsplash. The ENT exam chair is completely motorized (foot pedal), 330 degree rotation, with Trendelenburg position.

OTOSMART PROCEDURE ROOM
The Otosmart work station is available with a monitor mount and is designed to hold endoscopy equipment, surgical instruments and additional supplies. This procedure room includes the BR900-75007S ENT examination chair which is completely motorized, has programmable memories, chair rotation 380 degrees (190 left / 190 right) and Trendelenburg position.

OPTIMUS PROCEDURE ROOM
The OPTIMUS ENT treatment unit is a fully autonomous mobile work station for the ENT procedure room. The cabinet is designed to allow you to mount the microscope and monitor on the unit, along with space for the endoscopy equipment, surgical instruments and supplies. This provides a small footprint for optimal space utilization. Also in the procedure room is the BR900-75010S ENT examination chair with the following features: completely motorized, programmable memories, electromagnetic brake, synchronizing backrest and Trendelenburg position.

These rebate offers cannot be combined with any other offer, discount or promotion. Promotion dates April 1, 2020 until June 30, 2020.
GET YOUR REBATE. IT’S EASY!

• Fill out this form...
• Email it along with a copy of your dealer invoice with serial number(s) to customerservice@brsurgical.com
• or mail them to: BR Surgical | Attn: Marketing
   3500 Beachwood Court | Suite 107 | Jacksonville, Florida 32224

Tell us where to send your Rebate Check.

Serial Number(s) ____________________________

Name of Person Ordering ______________________

Practice Name ______________________________

Address ____________________________________

City/State/Zip ______________________________

Phone _________________________________

Dealer/Branch ______________________________

Dealer Representative _______________________

This offer is valid through 6/30/2020 for our customers inside the USA and does not apply to institutional or government accounts. This promotion only valid with dealer invoice proving purchase. Rebate Redemption Form must be postmarked within 30 days of dealer invoice. Please allow up to 4 weeks for delivery of rebate.
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